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Welcome to the  
world of advanced 
technology cleaning
AF International has been a leading manufacturer of specialist cleaning 
products for the IT and Office Products Industry for over 50 years.

Our heritage and values
You can trace AF’s roots back over 50 years to the birth 
of Automation Facilities and the manufacture of effective 
specialist office cleaning products. Today, AF International 
operates as a subsidiary business of MacDermid Alpha 
Electronics Solutions, a global diversified producer of high 
technology specialty products and a provider of technical 
services and is a business unit of Element Solutions Inc 
(NYSE: ESI). Element Solutions Inc is a leading specialty 
chemicals company whose businesses supply a broad 
range of solutions that enhance the products people use 
every day.

AF remains a global leader of specialist PC, workstation, 
and tech cleaning products. From our Head Office in 
Ashby de la Zouch, Leicestershire, we export globally and 
have a growing presence in over 55 countries around  
the world.  

We pride ourselves in offering a high quality product 
choice backed by thorough research and development to 
meet the needs of on-going market trends.

Trusted and recommended
AF International is a brand to be trusted, both in terms 
of product and supply chain. Offering a well-established 
strong brand image, we thrive on providing first–class 
product choice to the global market. Our unrivalled, very 
personal customer service also extends to every corner 
of the world. You can rely on our helpful, fully trained 
staff to be up to speed with the latest technological 
developments and cleaning solutions. 

AF’s packaging incorporates easily identifiable colours and 
styles; the Core Range in traditional blue, the Whiteboard 
Range in brilliant white and the Specialist Cleaning Range 
in gunmetal grey livery. All AF International products 
are manufactured at our BS EN ISO 9001:2015, ISO 
14001:2015 and ISO 45001:2018 and OHAS 18001 
accredited factories.

Cleaning with confidence 
Our comprehensive Core Range of cleaning products 
include, spraydusters, screen cleaners, surface cleaners, 
cloths and wipes, maintenance products and kits, 
suitable for cleaning countless products in many different 
environments. Exceptional results can be expected from 
these products specifically formulated for office and home 
workstation freshness.

The AF product range has been carefully developed by 
our Research and Development Team to provide the very 
best in cleaning solutions. We are committed to providing 
a strong selection of products that make cleaning 
maintenance easy and convenient for everyone. A regular 
cleaning regime for specific equipment can prolong 
sustainability, ultimately lowering costs. 

The power to deliver on a global scale
AF International has a strategic network of distributors 
throughout the world; our disciplined network can 
offer all our customers genuine security of supply. This 
robust supply chain ensures that we can always respond 
promptly and deliver a bespoke service, even when the 
unexpected happens. 
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Sustainable packaging
Commensurate with our research and development 
programme for new products, packaging is key in 
terms of aesthetics, practicality and recyclability. 
However, a ‘sustainable packaging’ approach is 
also taken when reviewing existing products. For 
example, where possible we have been actively 
working to reduce plastic packaging, including 
switching products from more aesthetically 
pleasing plastic “sleeves” to paper labels. 

Reducing the impact of aerosols
AF spraydusters are all HFC free, meaning they have 
a smaller impact on the environment. AF have also 
switched all cans used in our aerosol products to 
tin-plated steel. This requires less energy to produce, 
and is also easier to recycle with the steel being used 
in new steel production. 

Bulk packs and refill options
In another effort to reduce our environmental 
impact, AF offer a selection of bulk packs and refill 
options for most of our popular lines giving the 
customer the option to re-use refill and recycle.

Our commitment to a more sustainable world
AF International are committed to promoting environmentally friendly products 
and services in line with on-going changes in the world. Working across our 
organisation. We aim to encourage recycling methods to our employees and 
the businesses that we work with to promote a greener way of living and 
industry. We are a proud member of Valpak who have certified us “zero waste 

to landfill” meaning that none of our production 
or office waste at Ashby is sent to landfill. AF are 
also a member of the “Plastics Pact” to reduce 
plastic waste.

Our head office and manufacturing site in 
Ashby is also making substantial steps to 
reducing energy and water usage as well as 
being accredited to ISO 14001 proving that we 
do not just talk about our commitment to the 
environment but are also audited to ensure we 
live up to those claims.  

Formulated to be greener
As environmental concerns heighten, continued investment in Research and 
Development allows AF to remain at the forefront of cleaning technology, 
frequently exceeding customer expectations. Our in-house Technical 
Support Team regularly review our cleaning concentrates and the chemicals 
used therein with a clear objective: could this formulation be greener? 
AF is a responsible manufacturer with a conscience and is steadfast in its 
commitment to greener solutions for the future.  
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   in the environment
 
The world is changing and AF International is resolutely committed to an 
ongoing sustainability programme, which means we aim to reduce, reuse, 
rethink and recycle wherever possible.

AF are proud to have been acquired by Element 
Solutions Inc, a recipient of a Gold Medal from 
EcoVadis. Element solutions were also ranked as 
one of the most responsible companies in the USA.



 

The definition of an office has 
evolved in recent years and AF 
International have developed a 
Core Range of products to meet 
the needs of many different 
office working environments.
We are living in a world where an office comes in all shapes 
and sizes; it could be a busy call centre, or a quiet home 
office. The changing nature of the office environment has 
prompted AF International to develop cleaning products for 
multiple uses. 

A wide selection of categories highlights the range of 
exceptional products on offer. Including Spraydusters, 
Screen cleaning, Surface cleaning, Cloths and Maintenance.

Home and office
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Sprayduster – non-invertible
This powerful non-invertible HFC free  
spray duster effectively removes dust and 
dirt from keyboards, printers, computers 
and more. Simple yet effective this is the 
workhorse of our spraydusters.

ASDU400D - Standard
 

Sprayduster – invertible
HFC free Invertible and non-flammable 
sprayduster ideal for blasting dust and 
debris from keyboards, computers, printers 
and many more inaccessible areas. Can be 
used at any angle for the delicate areas of 
optical and electrical equipment. 

ASDU125D - for tight spaces
ASDU200D  - standard

Superduster  – non-invertible
AF’s most powerful sprayduster. 

This high powered HFC free sprayduster is  
non-flammable and odourless and works 
exceptionally well on the heaviest of dust particles

ASPD300

Utility Spraydusters -  
Flammable 
AF Utility Spraydusters are flammable options 
ideal for general purpose use.  Not to be 
used near heat and live equipment must be 
powered down before cleaning. Use only as 
directed. 

AADU400UT - 400ml - Non-Invertible

AHFC200UT - 200ml - Invertible

UtilityAF

Spraydusters
AF’s core range of spraydusters are non-flammable and HFC Free.  Available 
in Standard or Invertible varieties AF’s professional spraydusters have been 
designed to combat dust and debris from inaccessible or hard to reach areas 
of equipment with an extension straw for precision blasts.  

Use in Short 
Sharp Blasts
Always turn equipment off 

before use 
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Multi-Screen Clene
A non-flammable, anti-static cleaning solution to ensure screen are 
‘smear free’. Includes an AF microfibre washable cloth, it is the ideal 
cleaning solution for smart technology TVs, TFT and LCD. Packaged 
in retail euro hook blister pack. Also available in a pump spray bottle 
with cloth contained in the lid.

AMCA_200LMF 
AMCA_200MIF
AXMCA_25MF

Screen cleaning
Specialist screen cleaning products formulated for 
safe use on most screens*

Spray Solutions

AF’s range of specialist screen cleaning products 
have been developed to allow safe, quick cleaning 
and a smear free finish. From wipes and sachets to 
our universal screen cleaning products, AF has a 
solution for every screen.

Solutions are a great eco-friendly way of cleaning your screen. Simply spray onto a re-usable cloth and wipe. 

Screen-Clene Spray
A 250ml universal screen cleaning solution to use on smart TV’s, TFT and LCD. 
Gives exceptional results when used with AF lint free cloths such as XMIF001 / 
LMF001

ASCS250 - Suitable for Smartboards, Screens, Touchscreens & Consoles.

* Always check manufacturers guide before cleaning any screen
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Smart Wipe
(Dry) 
These super strong washable 
cloths are the ideal solution 
for cleaning all forms of smart 
technology in a home or office 
environment, leaving screens 
sparkling with or without solution. 
Also great on glasses, mirrors and 
more!

ASMARTWIPE10

Screen Clene Duo
(Wet / Dry)
A handy cleaning duo featuring a wet 
wipe impregnated with cleaning solution 
and a dry wipe to dry the screen and 
avoid water marks. Suitable for PC’s 
TFT’s, LCDs and smart technology. 

ASCR020

Tech-Wipes

Touch Screen Cleaning Wipes -
Handy pack of 25 impregnated 
wipes to keep your tech clean and 
smear free. Ideal for when on the 
move. We have recently switched 
these wipes to remove plastic, 
they are now fully compostable / 
biodegradable.

AMTW025P

Economy Screen / Multi-
Purpose Wipes
An economy pack of screen and 
multi-purpose cleaning wipes. 
Suitable for screens and surfaces. Tub 
of 100 wipes 

ASMPW100TUT

Wipes
AF offer a range of different pre-saturated wipes to cater for any screen in any situation including handy 
travel packs, sachets and larger paper-based wipes for home and office.  

Screen-Clene Tub 
and Refill
A tub of paper based screen 
cleaning wipes impregnated with 
a gentle ‘non smear’ alcohol free 
solution. In a convenient tub to lock 
in freshness. Also available as a refill 
pouch to reduce plastic use. 

ASCR100T - Tub

ASCR100R - Refill

Screen-Clene Sachets 
(Wet)
Handy wallet sized sachets of 
biodegradable screen cleaning 
wipes for on-the go cleaning of 
mobiles, tablets or even uncoated 
glasses.  

ASCS100

* Always check manufacturers guide before cleaning any screen

Anti-Bac+ Sanitising Screen Wipes

A resealable tub of 60 impregnated sanitising wipes. Use on smartphones, 
tablets, monitors, TVs and much more to destroy bacteria and viruses after just 
30 seconds. Effective against bacteria and viruses including Coronavirus, HIV, 
Ebola, Influenza, Rubella, Measles, Rabies and E. Coli.

ABSCRW60T 
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Foamclene
A powerful foaming cleaner that effectively 
lifts grease and dirt from general external 
surfaces leaving a clean result. HFC free.

Suitable for a huge range of applications.

AFCL300

PC-Clene
A general purpose tub of impregnated, anti-static cleaning 
wipes for use on all glass and plastic surfaces of pc and 
office equipment. Does not contain Alcohol.

APCC100  - Tub

APCC100R  - Refill

Maxiclene
Super strength, anti static surface cleaner 
ideal for hot desking and home working 
areas. Shake before use and spray directly 
onto hard surfaces and remove with an 
absorbent AF cloth. HFC free.

AMXL400

Surface cleaning
AF offer a variety of plastic safe cleaners for use 
throughout the office environment with / without 
alcohol. 

Phone-Clene
Desk telephone/hot desk wipes 
to effectively clean and refresh 
telephones and headsets in 
your office environment. In a 
convenient resealable tub of 
100 wipes to lock in freshness. 
Contains Alcohol.

APHC100T - Tub

APHC100R - Refill

Refill your tubs and save up to 70% plastic*
AF’s refill pouches use HDPE2 plastic which can

 be recycled up to 10 times.
*Based on weight vs buying a new tub
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Isoclene
97.9% Pure isopropanol alcohol solution 
suitable for technical maintenance of 
magnetic read/write heads. Use with an AF 
wipe or bud for best results.

AISO250  - Spray

AISO01L - Bulk / Refill

Safepads
Individually wrapped extra large lint free pads impregnated 
with a generous amount of pure 99.7% isopropyl alcohol which 
evaporates rapidly leaving no residue. Ideal for a huge range of 
cleaning, degreasing and surface preparation applications such as 
DIY or Maintenance surface cleaning. We have recently changed 
the material of these wipes to remove plastic, these are now fully 
biodegradable/ compostable

ASPA100

Maintenance
AF has many niche products which are ideal for a wide 
variety of office maintenance, technical cleaning or even 
DIY projects. 

Isopropyl Alcohol
IPA is a fantastic all-round cleaner for technical cleaning of electronics, degreasing, surface cleaning and more.

AF started life as specialists in technical cleaning 
for computer hardware, printers and other 
applications. Today we carry forward this 
expertise to offer a selection of high quality 
cleaning products which are not only available to 
professionals, but can also be used at home for a 
multitude of tasks. 

Isoclene
Pure isopropanol alcohol impregnated 
into paper wipes in a handy dispensing 
tub.  Suitable for technical maintenance of 
magnetic read/write heads..

AISW100 
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Platenclene
Platenclene rubber roller cleaner effectively 
dissolves ink stains and removes oil and 
grease inevitably reducing paper jams on all 
types of rubber roller equipment without 
leaving any residue. Available in a non-
flammable, pump spray bottle. Use with AF 
Safecloths, Safetiss or Safebuds.

APCL100 - Spray

APCL01L - Bulk

Printclene
Multi use printer cleaning sheets designed 
for the removal of toner and dirt from paths 
and optics. For optimum results use after 
each toner change.

APRI025

Cardclene
AF Cardclene are packs of 20 specialist cleaning cards 
impregnated with IPA solution for cleaning card swipe 
machines such as chip and pin terminals or key card 
terminals in hotels etc. The encoded version is encoded 
with data to make an ATM or card reader suck the card in 
as if it were a credit card, ensuring the full mechanism is 
cleaned.   

ACCP020  - Standard Cards

ACCP020C - Specialist Encoded Cards for ATM ‘s

Labelclene

An effective solution to dissolve glue and  remove paper labels from 
wood, metal glass and most plastics (test first). Available in a can with 
a brush applicator.  Labelclene is a must have for the office product 
or crafters bench.

ALCL200

Specialist 
Maintenance
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Anti-bac+TM

 Sanitising Surface 
Wipes

50 thick and strong sanitising wipes, premium 
quality 17.5 x 16cm. Hygienically clean office and 
home workspaces, communal areas, door handles, 
tables and much more. Clean with confidence and 
ensure that your surfaces are sanitised.

ABSCW50T

Standard Effective in (time)

EN1276 (inc. E. Coli, P.Aeruginosa, S.Aureus 
& E Hirae)

30 Seconds

EN16615 (Candida Albicans) 30 Seconds

EN14476:2013 + A1:2015 (inc. Vaccinia  
Virus: HIV, Ebola, Influenza, Rubella,  
Measles, Rabies, SARS, Coronavirus) 

30 Seconds

Anti-bac+TM 

AF’s Anti-bac+
TM

 products are different from standard 
antibacterial products on the market. The range consists of a 
carefully selected  balance of products, specially formulated to 
offer the highest levels of protection while still being safe to use 
on your technology.  

The Anti-Bac+ range has undergone stringent testing and are 
accredited to industry standards, including EN1276, EN1500, 
EN16615, EN1650 and EN14476:2013 + A1:2015 proving the 
efficiency to kill up to 99.999% of the bacteria and viruses 
tested** with no pre-cleaning required. 

*Contact time is just 30 seconds vs up to 5 minutes or more on many household cleaners. 
** Please see more details in the product tables for examples tested against or check the website.

Specialist Antibacterial products effective up to 10x faster 
than many competitors* 

Case Study
A large logistics company approached us because their 
existing antibacterial products had corroded the screens on 
their warehouse scanners over time.  ABSCRW60T has been 
designed specifically for safe use on screens and touchscreens.

Anti-bac+TM 

Sanitising Screen Wipes
How many times a day do you touch your phone, (even on the loo?) 
You should never use harsh cleaners on sensitive screens, AF’s 
specialist sanitising screen cleaning wipes are formulated for safe use 
on most screens and touch screens. Use on smartphones, tablets, 
monitors, TVs and much more to destroy bacteria and viruses after 
just 30 seconds. 

ABSCRW60T
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Whiteboard Kit
The new AF Whiteboard cleaning Kit 
contains Board Clene solution  
for effective removal of dry ink and 
grease from whiteboard surfaces. The 
kit also includes eraser, cloths, bright 
pens and magnets.

AWBK000

Permanent Ink Remover
AF Permanent Ink Remover is available 
in a pump spray and effortlessly removes 
permanent ink and other stubborn 
ink marks from whiteboards leaving it 
sparkling. Also suitable for use on non-
readable side of CD’s and DVD’s, non-
porous surfaces and computer casing.

APIR125 

Safecloths
A pack of 50 lint free highly absorbent cloths with 
excellent wet and dry strength without residue. Perfect 
for use with any AF cleaning solutions.

ASCH050

Whiteboard Clene
The essential cleaning solution for 
whiteboard surfaces. Designed for regular 
use to remove dry ink residue from all 
whiteboard surfaces.

ABCL250

Whiteboard
Effective products to keep whiteboard surfaces in pristine condition. 

Foamclene
If you’re looking for an all-round 
cleaner, AF’s Foamclene surface 
cleaner is highly effective on 
whiteboards as well as other 
surfaces around your classroom 
or office.

AFCL300
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Cloths  
A selection of cloths and wipes are an essential part of cleaning maintenance. AF International offers  
a selection of cleaning cloths for use with or without product to give specialist equipment a pristine finish 
and work hand in hand with our cleaning products.

Microfibre-Clene
Exceptionally soft and washable cleaning 
cloth for removal of dust and greasy marks 
from all touchscreen devices as a standalone 
product or with the addition of solution.   

ALMF001

Easy Clene Cloth
Super soft cleaning cloth for delicate cleaning. For use 
wet or dry this removes dust, fingerprints to leave a 
fresh finish. Ideal for glasses, phones mirrors and more.

AXMIF001

Safecloths
AF Safecloths are a lint free, absorbent wipe 
with exceptional wet and dry strength leaving 
no residue for effective cleaning results for 
almost any application.  Can be used with 
many AF screen cleaning products.  

ASCH050
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Safebuds
A long wooden cotton bud cleaning stick ideal for cleaning for 
cleaning hard to reach areas.  Can be used with Isoclene, Platenclene 
or other AF cleaners. 

ASBU000

Foambuds
The extra-long 15cm plastic handle 
allows access to hard to reach areas 
of equipment with foam bud head for 
absorbent cleaning. Use with AF cleaning 
solutions for best results. 

 
FBU100

IPA Foambuds
Specialist cleaning buds with a pure 
isopropanol solution inside the handle for 
easy application to the point of cleaning. 
  
AFBUIPA25

PC Buds
A plastic spatula tipped with a wide 
flexible foam head for cleaning 
keyboards and slots. Abrasion 
resistant material ensures the foam 
can be used on many surfaces for 
thorough cleaning.

APCB025

Cleaning Buds  
AF offer a range of cleaning bud options to help you apply cleaning solution such as IPA  and clean hard 
to reach spaces.
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